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… leading to the 4th industrial (r)evolution...

Breakthroughs - A new era of artificial intelligence

Communication technology
bandwidth and computational power

Embedded systems
miniaturization

Semantic technologies
information integration

Watson 
2011

Google Car
2012

 Systems of “human-like” complexity

Artificial intelligence
behavior and decision support
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Communication technology
bandwidth and computational power

Embedded systems
miniaturization

Semantic technologies
information integration

… leading to the 4th industrial (r)evolution...

Breakthroughs - Everybody and everything is networked

Artificial intelligence
behavior and decision support

Team 
Robotics

Swarm 
Robotics

Smart 
GridSmart 

Factory

Car2Infra-
structure
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The fourth industrial (r)evolution

“Information Revolution”

Everybody and everything is networked. - Big Data & Cyber-Physical Systems

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

today

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

around 1750 around 1900 around 1970

Weidmüller, Vission 2020 - Industrial Revolution 4.0
Intelligently networked, self-controlling manufacturing systems)

“Internet of Things & Services, M2M or Cyber Physical Systems are much more 
than just buzzwords for the outlook of connecting 50 billions devices by 2015.”

Dr. Stefan Ferber, Bosch (2011)

Vision of Wireless Next Generation System (WiNGS) Lab at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio, Dr. Kelley

„local“ 
to „global“

„local“ 
to „global“
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The connected world

“Information Revolution” – not reduced to Industry 4.0

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

“Industry 4.0 will 

address and solve some 

of the challenges facing 

the world today such as 

resource and energy 

efficiency, urban 

production and

demographic change.“ 

Henning Kagermann et.al., 

acatech, 2013

… and more

Building 
automation

Smart grid

Room 
automation

Smart 
environment

Smart 
metering
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Communication technology
bandwidth and computational power

Embedded systems
miniaturization

Semantic technologies
information integration

… towards a networked world

And how do these systems work?

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

today

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

around 1750 around 1900 around 1970

Towards intelligent and (partly-)
autonomous systems AND systems of systems

?? Steering -
Controlling ??
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Towards machine learning

Can machines learn?

?
Can machines learn to predict future states? To optimize tasks themselves?...

And if so, how can they do it?

AND, MOST IMPORTANT: can it be used in production technology, and how?

 This is what this talk is about!

 How do machines learn?

A –
Learning by observations 
and explanations

 Data-driven 
learning

B –
Learning by doing

 Trial-and-error 
learning

III
… and concluded by “the mix”!

II
Followed by some trial-and-error 
approaches…

I
Let us take a look into easy 
examples of data-driven learning!
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Data-driven learning – supervised

A first example – learning from guided observations

! Do you remember your childhood heroes – “The Mario Brothers” by Nintendo?

So let us write down our observations 
(and gather some training data)

pos_x on_ground action status

563 yes jump (B) alive (1)

571 yes jump (A) alive (1)

580 yes walk right dead (0)

582 no jump (A) dead (0)

… … … …

walk right

jump (B)


We want to learn general rules how to survive – by using data –
and visualize it in a decision tree – resulting in a “classification”.

pos_xon_ground
yes > 560 and < 575

action
jump (B)

jump (A)
confidence (c) = 50%

c = 100%

c = 75%

no

c = 75%

supervision
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Data-driven learning – supervised

Supervised learning in high-pressure die casting

? Can we predict the result of a HPDC (high-pressure die casting) process –
by using historical data? – YES, WE CAN! 2015                                                                        

HPDC process 
measurements

Historic data
Process and 
quality data

Prediction model
Modelling and 

training

Visualization of prediction
Inline and web-based 

(result NIO|IO with reason) 

IO
IO

NIO (Outbreak)

NIO (Blowhole)

NIO (Cold shot)

Setting: The die casting equipment
in the research wing was separated
from the quality check. Thus, the 
forms were checked with a delay in 
time and a considerable spacial
shift. Under these conditions, 
„reproducibility“ of the results
could not be reached...  

Not the original

… in cooperation 
with
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Data-driven learning – supervised

… extending the data sources

? Can we predict the result of a HPDC (high-pressure die casting) process –
by using historical data? – YES, WE CAN! 2015                                                                         

!
Trained models can fail over time: 
Mechanical systems change over time, new measurement 
variables become available or the setup is modified.
 Extended model, integrating multiple/external data sources

Weather data
Temporal correlation of 
weather (and circumstances)

Acoustic measurements
Fourier transformation & 

feature extraction

Setting: The die casting equipment
in the research wing was separated
from the quality check. Thus, the 
forms were checked with a delay in 
time and a considerable spacial
shift. Under these conditions, 
„reproducibility“ of the results
could not be reached...

… in cooperation 
with
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Data-driven learning – supervised

Supervised learning in individualized production (1)

? Can we use supervised learning to improve very flexible production 
processes towards lot size 1? – YES, WE CAN! 

Injection Moulding (at IKV):

 For lot size 1, real experiments are expensive
 Current simulations in the field help to optimize 

the results but do not feedback with the process
 At IKV, a large amount of training data is available 
 High quality process simulations available

 Automating the moulding process along
parameters coming from geometry, weight, etc.

Hot Rolling (at ibf):

 Coils or slabs depend highly on the costumer
 So far, the rolling schedule is driven by 

experience rather than by automated design
 Process simulations are “physically incomplete”, 

real experiments are expensive 

 Automating the rolling schedule along
parameters as the number of millings, pressure
applied, and temperature

! The BRAIN PROJECT - by the cluster of excellence (since 9/2016)                                                                     
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Data-driven learning – unsupervised

A second example – what if we do not tell “him” what’s right

?
What if we do not know if an observation belongs to a specific category?
Or, if an observation is good or bad? 
Or, if we are ruling on bias instead of knowledge?

A batch of unlabeled pictures…



Unsupervised: Human factor is reduced to modeling.
(a certain “bias” usually survives –
by defining the basis for proximity, or by reducing the feature vector)


Let’s automatically categorize men and women. But we will not give the system ANY 
training material. We expect it to find patterns on the data that differ from „usual noise“.

Cleansing, 
preprocessing and

clustering

 Finding the hidden 
structure in data!

… neatly arranged by gender.
Quality: higher than human average 
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 Sulfur (S) > 0.04% and heat 
treatment  fragile structure

 Phosphorus (P) > 0.04%  reduced 
plasticity

 Chrome (Cr) > 16%, Molybdenum 
(Mo) > 13%, Nickel (Ni) > 56%  no 
findings

 …

Data-driven learning – unsupervised

Unsupervised learning in a somewhat “corrupt” database

!
Finding hidden relations in our data, we were not aware of, e.g., 
understanding failures or bad quality of products and processes 2015

… in cooperation with

Searching for hidden 
relations in data by

subgroup mining

Unsupervised cleaning

Setting: The company was 
facing a certain muddle in their
expert knowledge base. 
If all the information provided
was to be true – then certain
phenomenons would not 
occur. But did. 

The suspicion was that
some information might be
outdated by now, but the 
specialists still believe them...

But – which one?

Data about chemical 
compositions
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Data-driven learning – unsupervised

Unsupervised learning for laser cutting processes

?
Can we use unsupervised learning to identifying a group of desired 
process results in a highly complex process  - YES, WE CAN! 

! Part of B1 - by the cluster of excellence (since about 1/2016)                                                                     

Sheet Metal Cutting (at NLD):

 challenge: reaching a maximum assurance of the cut quality
 reliable process simulations are available (QuCut, developed at NLD)
 thus, a large amount of training data can be generated

 Automating the cutting process along parameters coming from

 five optics design parameters (beam quality, astigmatism, focal 
position, beam radius in x and y directions (elliptical laser))

 and eight process criteria (roughness values at different depths)

[all pictures/movies:
NLD, W. Schulz, 2016]
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Data-driven learning – unsupervised

… using k-means clustering



Results of cluster analysis:
• Identification of desired simulation runs (i.e. blue cluster)
• Further analytics reveals process parameters that lead to desired results

multidimensional 
visualization

K=5 clusters... ... transferred into parallel coordinates
(reduced to the 8-dim. roughness space)



k-means clustering groups n observations into k clusters. 
Using k-means clustering on simulation data allows to…
 analyze multidimensional relationships between process criteria
 discover hidden structures in experimental results
 gain knowledge about the structure in the data

2nd paper currently
under review at wgp

?
Can we use unsupervised learning to identifying a group of desired 
process results in a highly complex process  - YES, WE CAN! 

! Part of B1 - by the cluster of excellence (since about 1/2016)                                                                     
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Learning by doing – reinforcement learning

The next step: Using rewards to learn actions

?
Remember Mario: What if the machine could learn, how to solve a level? 
Why not use a some kind of intelligent trial-and-error?



Reinforcement learning (R-learning) 
is inspired by behaviorist psychology –
maximizing the expected return by 
applying a sequence of actions at a 
current state.

 Central part of cybernetics from its 
start (e.g., Minsky 1954)

[SethBling, 2015]

Neuroevolution of augmenting 
topologies (NEAT)

 Genetic algorithms on top of neural 
networks

 At each state the system decides 
what action to do

 Actions are rewarded if Mario does 
not die in return

 Level progress by evolving 
neural networks 

[Stanley, 2002]



Now, Human factor is 
 reduced to very general, formal 

specifications of the neural network…
 However, human still influences the 

underlying representation model
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Learning by doing – reinforcement learning

Application areas of reinforcement learning

! Obviously: Super-Mario can easily be extended towards intralogistics scenarios…



… and more general, R-learning plays an important role in a variety of 
learning applications important for (individualized) production, e.g.:
 Gaining motorized skills: replacing traditional teach-in approaches
 Multiagent or distributed reinforcement learning: important as 

production is an assembly of a multitude of different players

… for learning and 
optimization of motions

… as “pro-training” for human-
machine interaction

[Intelligent Autonomous Systems, 2015]

[UC Berkeley, 2015]

… for learning and executing 
complete assembly tasks

 Coupling to 
embodiment 
theory

 Usually coupled to 
simulation environments 
to avoid “nonsense 
solutions”
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Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

The age of deep learning (deep neural networks)

!
“Today, computers are beginning to be able to generate human-like insights into data…. 
Underlying … is the application of large artificial neural networks to machine learning, often 

referred to as deep learning.”        [Cognitive Labs, 2016]



Deep Q-Networks (also "deep reinforcement learning“, 
Q refers to the mathematical action-prediction-function behind the scenes….): 
Learning directly from high-dimensional sensory input 

[nature, 2015]

 AI starts to develop strategies to beat the game
 Signs of “body cousciousness”
 …

[Minh, 2015]
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Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

Application areas of deep neural networks

!

… a variety of practical applications
High potential for improving production 
technology – in particular in highly-dynamic, 
continuous and flexible applications 

 Central part of 
“cognitive computing” 

Face/picture/object recognition

In production: e.g. for 
automated guided vehicles 
(AGV) as a basis for highly 
dynamic paths in a factory for 
individualized products

Natural language processing

In production: e.g. for automated 
translation of descriptions, users 
guides, or for human-machine 
interaction (worker with robot)

Handwriting  recognition

In production: e.g. for anomaly 
recognition in quality checks, even if all 
products are individualized and thus 
different 

Deep Learning is
machine perception for... 

Images
• Faces
• Self-Driving

Vehicles

Text
• Search 
• CRM

Sound
• Voice search
• Music generation
• translation

Time Series
• Health data
• Sensors
• Finance
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Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

Deep learning to deal with variations

? Can we make a robot really understand its task and perform movements that solve this task 
adapting to dynamic and variable circumstances of the real world?

… in cooperation 
with

Setting: An industrial robot with a very
elastic joint is to grab objects from a 
distinct location a and pitch them into a 
hole at location b. Here, the shapes of the 
objects possess a certain variation – like 
„real bananas“. 
Traditional programming is inflexible –
slightest variations leads to failure of the 
task.
Can we make the robot learn
to grab and put different kind
of objects?

An industrial robot... training for „crooked cylinders in the box“

Pretraining
 to reduce the amount of experience needed to train 

visuomotor policies
 Enhance security for robot and environment as it 

limits the motion to a certain “frame”

Neural network of 7 (4) layers
 (3 convolutional layers for vision, skipped here) 
 1 expected position layer that converts pixel-wise 

features to feature points 
 3 fully connected layers to produce the torques.

Main training process

Model predictive
regulators

Optimization of the 
dynamics model

Max. of the
reward

Generate training
data of the model

Neuronal 
Network

Dynamics 
model

Pretraining
process

Source: Levine, S., Wagener, N., & Abbeel, P. (2015, May). Learning contact-rich 
manipulation skills with guided policy search. In 2015 IEEE international conference 
on robotics and automation (ICRA) (pp. 156-163). IEEE.

Not the original
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Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

Deep learning to replace teach-in programming

? Can we use deep learning to improve flexible motion patters for robots –
all towards lot size 1? – YES, WE CAN! 

! The CENSE PROJECT – by the cluster of excellence (since 5/2016)                                                                     

Machine tools

Robot playing the „wire loop game“ (at IMA & WZL):

 challenge: guiding a metal loop along a twisted wire 
(geometry unknown) without touching the loop to the wire

 reliable simulations are available, which allows for first 
training in VR before experimenting in the real world

 Automating the motion path along different wires

 Getting rid of the teach-in programming as it is not flexible 
enough for indivudualized production

 Transfer to the process of production and assembly
 Planning of welding lanes
 Applying of glue beads
 Assembly of limp components

1st paper currently
under review at CIRP
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Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

Deep learning to replace teach-in programming

? Can we use deep learning to improve flexible motion patters for robots –
all towards lot size 1? – YES, WE CAN! 

! The CENSE PROJECT – by the cluster of excellence (since 5/2016)                                                                     

Machine tools

Environment model

Environmental 
state

Q-Learning 
(special case
of R-Learning)

Deep neural 
network

Communication via 
web service 
connection

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
.
.
.
𝒙𝒏

Feature 
vectors

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
.
.
.
𝒙𝒏

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
.
.
.
𝒙𝒏

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
.
.
.
𝒙𝒏

Simulation 
environment

Next step: 
Improving topology towards CNN
(convolutional neural network) 
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“Learning Hand-Eye Coordination for Robotic 
Grasping with Deep Learning and Large-Scale 
Data Collection” (grasping e.g. sponges)          
[Levine et.al., Google, 02/2016]

Deep learning combined with reinforcement learning

The “Kindergarten for robots” by Google

! Alternative w/o simulations: Transferring human/biological learning processes into all areas –
combined with the power of cooperation, “collective learning”

A new approach:
object manipulation by “trial-and-error”
 approach is goal-centric (not insight-oriented! –

as in biological systems)
 two components: 

1. a grasp success predictor, which determines 
the success potential for a given motion (by 
a CNN)

2. a continuous servoing mechanism, that uses 
a CNN to continuously update the robot’s 
motor commands (feedback loop)

 trained using a dataset of over 800,000 grasps
 collected using a cluster of 14 similar (but not 

identical !!) robotic manipulators



In production:
 Gaining confidence in tasks where simulations 

environments are not available (so far, or ever)
 E.g., handling of limp material could be trained 

that way, thus allowing for new automation in 
the final assembly in car manufacturing

object manipulation “up to today”

 robotic manipulation: relies heavily on 
advance planning and analysis;
with relatively simple feedback, such as 
trajectory following (results often slow and 
unstable, non-adaptive)
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The creative artificial mind

Where the Story Goes: AlphaGo

!

Go originated in China more than 2,500 years ago. Confucius 
wrote about it. As simple as the rules are, Go is a game of 
profound complexity. This complexity is what makes Go hard 
for computers to play, and an irresistible challenge to AI 
researchers.     [adapted from Hassabis, 2016]

 Bringing it all together!


The problem: 2.57×10210 possible positions – that is more than the number of atoms in the 
universe, and more than a googol times (10100) larger than chess.

Training set
30 million moves recorded from
games played by humans experts

Creating deep neural networks
12 network layers with millions of
neuron-like connections

Predicting the human move
(57% of time)

D
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Learning non-human strategies
AlphaGo designed by Google DeepMind, 
played against itself in thousands of games 
and evolved its neural networks; Monte Carlo 
tree search

! Achieving one of the grand challenges of AI

March 2016:
Beating Lee Se-dol (World Champion)
AlphaGo won 4 games to 1.
(5 years before time)

[H
as

sa
b

is
, 2

0
1

6]
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The creative artificial mind

Playing with diversity !

!

What if … we would use AI not only for “boring and lengthy routing work” –
but as an entity to inspire us, come up with its own ideas … 

 Enriching our perspectives through foreign intelligence types, in line with the diversity 
philosophy, but in its original intention, namely in terms of “variety of mental models” ?

! Siemens “Product Design and Manufacture” -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDtmy6YorG4 (10/2016)                                                                     

Setting: 

the elevator bell crank is to 
be new-designed. Relevant 
parameters are weight (!!), 
strength, stress path, 
energy efficiency…

The original module

The new module –
design-process supported by AI
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The creative artificial mind

Playing with diversity – allowing for alternative mental models!

!

What if … we would use AI not only for “boring and lengthy routing work” –
but as an entity to inspire us, come up with its own ideas … 

 Enriching our perspectives through foreign intelligence types, in line with the diversity 
philosophy, but in its original intention, namely in terms of “variety of mental models” ?

! Siemens “Product Design and Manufacture” -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDtmy6YorG4 (10/2016)                                                                     

The original module

The new module –
design-process supported by AI



Result (selective…):
• Much less residual stress
• 20% lighter
• Much more organic design

Cognitive Computing: 
using biological models
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!
“Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new … is formed. The created item may be 
intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a joke) or a physical 
object (such as an invention, a literary work or a painting).”          [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

The creative artificial mind

Microsoft Visual Storytelling (SIS): machines becoming creative

Visual-Storytelling by Microsoft
based on deep neural networks
(convolutional neural networks)

 DII (descriptions for images in 
isolation): Traditional storytelling 
software

 SIS (stories for images in sequence): 
new approach towards storytelling, 
including 

 Based on SIND – Sequential Image 
Narrative Dataset: 81,743 unique 
photos in 20,211 sequences, aligned 
to both descriptive (caption) and 
story language.

 [Margaret Mitchell / Microsoft, 
04/2016, together with colleagues 
from Facebook]
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!
“Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new … is formed. The created item may be 
intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a joke) or a physical 
object (such as an invention, a literary work or a painting).”          [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

Van Gogh’s Starry Night
interpreted by Google DeepDream

based on deep neural networks

“Do Androids Dream 
of Electric Sheep?” 

(science fiction novel by 
American writer Philip K. 
Dick, published in 1968)



Computational creativity (artificial creativity) … is a 
multidisciplinary endeavor that is located at the intersection 
of the fields of artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, 
philosophy, and the arts.         [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

„Can machines be creative?“ by Iamus, a 
computer clustercomposing classical
music by genetic algorithms, concert for
Turings 100th birthday [youtube]

The creative artificial mind

Google DeepDream: machines becoming creative
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Data-driven AI

4.0 – a revolution
of a distributed

artificial
intelligence

AI ... in the mix

Society 4.0 –
„sandwiched“ 

between 4.0 and
other revolutions

Summary

… in five steps!

4.0 –
an era of “new” 

cooperations

Experiment-
driven AI

4th Industrial 
Revolution
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Appendixes
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Data-driven learning – supervised

… optimizing the classifiers

? Can we predict the result of a HPDC (high-pressure die casting) process –
by using historical data? – YES, WE CAN! 2015                                                                         

… in cooperation with

! Classification – “One classifier to rule them all?”
Different classification models can be used to categorize the states of your system.

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
.
.
.
𝒙𝒏

Observation
(feature vector)

𝒚𝟏
𝒚𝟐.
.
.
𝒚𝒎

Probability
of category

Classifier:
 kNN classifier
 decision trees
 random forest tree
 support vector machines
 naïve Bayes classifier
 …

73%

85%

98%
Setting: The die casting equipment
in the research wing was separated
from the quality check. Thus, the 
forms were checked with a delay in 
time and a considerable spacial
shift. Under these conditions, 
„reproducibility“ of the results
could not be reached...

… in cooperation 
with
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Data-driven learning – supervised

Supervised learning in individualized production (2)

? Can we use supervised learning to improve very flexible production 
processes towards lot size 1? – YES, WE CAN! 

! The BRAIN PROJECT - by the cluster of excellence (since 9/2016)                                                                     

What are the limits of the approach ? :

 Supervised learning will help us to understand the underlying systems and their behavior.

 However, it does not solve the “full riddle” of individualized production 
as it can only reproduce situations it has been facing before.

 Next step here: Using “association Rule Mining” allows to migrate 
from certain fixed models to a variety of products (unsupervised learning, phase 2 of BRAIN)
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The creative artificial mind

Creativity as basis for innovation

!
“Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new … is formed. The created item may be 
intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a joke) or a physical 
object (such as an invention, a literary work or a painting).”          [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

„In 1917, Sigmund Freud offered a theory of the 
three mortifications of man:

1. the cosmological (Kopernikus, man 
isn’t the center of the universe), 

2. the biological (Darwin, man 
descends from the ape) 

3. and the psychological (Freud himself, 
man isn’t master of his own psyche). 

In line with the rapid development of Artificial 
Intelligence, the addition of another 
mortification suggests itself:

4. the intellectual: there are more intelligent 
entities than man.“

[Dr. phil. Kristina Lahl, 
RWTH, Cybernetics Lab]

Rather, it appears to be a mixture 
between “wishful thinking” and a 

lack of definition.

The frequently uttered 
assumption that AI can’t be 
creative does not hold true.
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The creative artificial mind

Industry 4.0 does not only change the “routine” jobs



The typical assumption…

… that job changes in 4.0 are mainly addressing blue collar 
jobs and/or routine jobs does not hold true.

White collar jobs

… are under massive change 
due to the enhancement in 

AI, here the impact often hits 
“middle class jobs”

Social robots 

… will become capable of 
taking over even complex 

tasks with personal presence 
as in health or home care



From „blue collar – low qualified“ 
to „white collar – middle class“... 

but probably, this is just a transition phenomenon

High qualified jobs

… as e.g. health professionals 
face already the taking over 

through AI in certain fields by 
Watson, Google Flu, etc.

Decentralized platforms

… with automated consensus 
models (e.g. blockchain) take 
over complex administrative 

tasks e.g. in judiciaries

Virtual and augmented 
environments

… allowing for new 
international players, even 
in tasks requiring humans 

and presence

Autonomous systems

… as autonomous cars and 
more envanced production 

technology will change the blue 
collar – low qualified as well
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The creative artificial mind

From discrete to continuous variance

From the paradigm „Individualization by building blocks“...
 Consumers chose from predefined options
 Processes are separately planned and realised for each option

2017

... Towards the paradigm „Individualization by continuous models“
 Consumers taylor their individual (non-prodefined) product
 Processes are carried out in real-time, within a model

2030

Customer specifying car to
individual needs; at home; 
incl. „continuous features“

+ 20 cm, 
drivers seat

area

CAD & Design CAM

Manufacturing 
needed tools

part manufacturingAssembly

AI driven
feedback loops

Delivery of
individualized car
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Summary 

The “new AI”: Cognitive Computing 

“Cognitive computing (CC) makes a new class of problems 
computable. It addresses complex situations that are 
characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty; in other words it 
handles human kinds of problems. …To do this, systems often 
need to weigh conflicting evidence and suggest an answer that 
is “best” rather than “right”.
Cognitive computing systems make context computable.”

“Cognitive computing systems [are] a 
category of technologies that uses 
natural language processing and 
machine learning to enable people 
and machines to interact more 
naturally […]. These systems will learn 
and interact to provide expert 
assistance to scientists, engineers, 
lawyers, and other professionals in a 
fraction of the time it now takes.”

“Cognitive computing is the simulation 
of human thought processes in a 
computerized model…. involves self-
learning systems that use data mining, 
pattern recognition and natural 
language processing to mimic the way 
the human brain works.”
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Shadow Dexterous Hand 

Summary

From embodiment … to humanoids



Zykov V., Mytilinaios E., Adams B., Lipson H. (2005) "Self-reproducing machines", 
Nature Vol. 435 No. 7038, pp. 163-164
Bongard J., et al., Resilient Machines Through Continuous Self-Modeling, Science 
314, 2006
Lipson H. (2005) "Evolutionary Design and Evolutionary Robotics", Biomimetics, CRC 
Press (Bar Cohen, Ed.) pp. 129-155

Robonaut 2- NASA

The Bongard robot – learning through 
embodiment [Bongard, 2006; Lipson, 2007]

Embodiment theory:
„intelligence needs a body“

The existence of a body (incl. sensors and actuators)
are basic prerequisites to build experience and 
finally the development of intelligence.



Embodiment theory:
„different bodies = different intelligences“

… leading to humanoids / humanoid components



Asimo Honda

KIT, Dillmann, 
SFB 588

Atlas 2016 – Boston Dynamics
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Summary

When do you start embracing artificial intelligence?

!
Waiting for Google to take over? –
Google is addressing fields as gaming, mobility, language …
Because there, they do get the data they need.
They do not have the data for production lines. – So far…. 

[Blomberg, 2016]

!

Production engineering 
is still somewhat 
hesitating and waiting, 

but you have the data 
and we have the domain 
experts 
(from production 
engineering as well as 
data science), 

so - let’s get started!
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Additive 
Manufacturing

Augmented 
Reality

Summary

Contributions to the automation of lot size 1 at justifiable costs

Artificial Intelligence

!
 … allowing for automatically managing 

highly complex “building block models”
 … finally, allowing for continuous 

variations of existing models

 … allowing to produce all types of 
components (even totally new ones)

 … on the fly and without ordering, 
storage processes etc.

!

 … integrating virtual and augmented 
environments for training and learning

 … forms the basis of safe execution of 
AI-driven trial-and-error models

!


